Virtual simulation: fifteen years later.
In the last two decades there was a radical change in radiotherapy setup. The growing availability of CT equipment and console for computer-aided treatment planning setup enabled the use of advanced technologies as conformal 3D radiation therapy in most centers. In particular in 1987 virtual simulation was proposed for setup. During its use a number of application modalities appeared. Virtual simulation in some centers is applied alone while in others it is associated with conventional simulation. However, from numerous reports published in last years it seems that virtual simulation significantly improves treatment quality independently of radical or palliative intent and of the size of treated volumes (high doses to small volumes or wide shaped fields). Some studies stressed that virtual simulation could significantly shorten treatment planning times with consequent cost reduction. The use of virtual simulation evidenced associated problems and in particular setup limitations due to the CT gantry size, the need to up-date the conventional modalities of setup verification according to the new technologies and more generally to up-date quality assurance procedures in an advanced technological setting. Finally there was the self-evident need of a better knowledge of the anatomy on axial sections, of tumor spread routes in particular.